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Cleopatra’s Lost World
Cleopatra is an icon. Mythic. Ruler of the Eastern Mediterranean. But do we know her? Ours is one of archaeology’s most exciting adventures of discovery. A series of earthquakes and tsunami destroyed and
drowned the palaces and temples of Alexandria and two nearby cities — Canopus and Heracleion. A multinational and multidisciplinary team led by celebrated maritime archaeologist Franck Goddio, using non-intrusive cutting-edge
technology, found and mapped these sites. And retrieved dazzling treasures. Spectacular dive footage, stunning CGI of the sunken cities brought to life and reenactments will recreate Cleopatra’s lost world, Egypt’s last Pharaoh.

EGYPT’S SUNKEN CITIES: Earthquakes and tsunami in antiquity destroyed three major Mediterranean cities. The excavation at each site enables a CGI recreation

of a spectacular lost world of temples, palaces, streets and canals. This is Cleopatra’s world. Alexandria: the Royal Harbor, the world’s first modern harbor, is studded with palaces
and royal quarters. Cleopatra ruled here. Heracleion: ‘Venice on the Nile’ — At the mouth of the Nile, all ship-borne trade entering Egypt paid duty here. Dominated by a giant
temple whose priests were Egypt’s spiritual and financial leaders, this is where pharaohs were elevated. Now, after more than 40 expeditions and the recovery of 14,000 artifacts,
we reveal the city. Canopus: ‘Las Vegas on the Nile’ — Linked by canal to Alexandria and Heracleion. Notorious for its festivals and celebrations, it was the site of a Temple of Osiris
that attracted pilgrims from across the Mediterranean. The discovery of ships and harbor structures reveal daily life.

THE SCIENCE: The Film will have an exciting science component. Goddio is a famous maritime archaeologist whose expeditions have revealed the top discoveries of our
time. They have been analyzed and studied by academics and reported by news media worldwide. Exhibitions have been mounted in major world cities. His underwater technology and
techniques are ground-breaking. They have enabled him to reimagine the lost worlds. His Team uses mapping tools such as the nuclear magnetometer that uses measurement
of minute anomalies in Earth’s magnetic field; side-scan sonar with a ground-adjusted GPS system that records to a resolution of 10 cm to map the bottom topography; and
bathymetric depth sounders to provide detailed bottom charts. We will also feature a giant vacuum dredge and the huge airbags used to lift statues to the surface barges.

AN IMAX EXPERIENCE: The giant screen is a unique way to experience an underwater archaeological adventure. “Outer Space” films have proved to be consistently

appealing. Our never-before-seen story is ideal for all formats, flat screen and dome alike. We travel into “Inner Space” with divers, moving gracefully over, under and around giant
statues, walls, pavements, indeed the entire environment. We watch as divers brush away the dirt to reveal gold jewelry and take measurements. Immersed in this adventure, we will
share in the excitement of discovering a lost world and its treasures. We stand on-board as giant statues break water and are hoisted aboard. We will also relate the finds to other
Egyptian glories with breathtaking aerials of the Nile, the pyramids and other extraordinary sights. Goddio’s Egypt museum exhibitions break records worldwide. Our Discovery
world TV special did too.
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